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Biblical Metrology

A false balance is an abomination to the LORD, 
But a just weight is His delight… 

A just balance and scales belong to the LORD; 
All the weights of the bag are His concern. 

(Prov 11:1, 16:11)
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Weights and Measures

• The Biblical measures varied from place to place, and from time to 
time. Standards varied between districts and cities.

• There is no evidence Israel had or used an integrated system, 
though, like most ANE nations, it adopted standards of weights and 
measures from those of Egypt and Babylon. 

• The Babylonian six-decimal (hexadecimal) system is based on a 
linear unit derived from astronomical calculations. The capacity unit 
is (the power of three of) the basic linear unit cubed, and the weight 
of water that such a cube can contain gave the basic unit of weight.

• The Babylonian system of measures was accepted by all ANE 
peoples.

• In Israel both the Babylonian system and the Egyptian decimal 
system were used. Since, however, the entire system of measures 
corresponds almost exactly with the Babylonian, from which the 
Jewish measures were in all probability derived, it may be assumed 
that the Jewish system corresponded with the Babylonian with 
regard to the absolute standard as well. 
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Weights and Measures

• The culture of Syria, even before the Israelites’ settlement, was 
almost wholly under Babylonian influence The Israelites, who had 
used the Babylonian system, changed it under Egyptian influence. 

• Further changes were introduced by the Phoenicians and the 
Persians, who added some units of their own to the Babylonian 
system and dropped others. 

• The Bible refers to both these units of weights and measures, 
according to the degree of contact with the different cultures at the 
particular time in question.

• David (2 Sa 14:26) and Ezekiel (45:10) pronounced certain basic 
standards of weight and measures.

• The law prescribed just weights, measures and balances (Lv 
19:35-36; Ez 45:10). It must be understood that:
– Ancient balances had a margin of error of up to 6% (PEQ 74, 1942, p 

86)
– Few Jewish weights yet found of the same inscribed denominations 

have had exactly identical weights. 
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Biblical weights and measures and Time

Length measures
• Body measures
• Length measure: Gudea
• Cubit
• OT Cubits conversion
• Reed
• Finger, Gomēd
• OT linear measures system
• OT linear measures conversion
• Greek linear measures system 
• Roman linear measures system
• Roman linear measures conversion 
• Jewish distances
• Roman milestones
Area
• Area measures

Dry capacity measures
• Dry volume measures
• Log, Cab
• Omer, Seah
• Homer, Kor
• Ephah, Letek
• OT dry measures system
• OT dry measures conversion
• Greek dry measures conversion
Liquid measures
• Mesurah, Bath
• Hin, Log
• OT liquid measures system
• OT liquid measures conversion
• Greek liquid measures conversion
• Roman liquid measures
• Roman liquid measures conversion
• Miq’veh and the bath
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Biblical weights and measures and Time
Weights
• OT weights
• OT stone weights
• Kesitah, Kikkar
• Mina, Shekel
• OT shekel 
• Nesef, pym, beqa
• Pym
• Gerah, hms
• Babylonian weight system
• OT weight system
• OT weight conversion
• Roman weights system
• Roman weight conversion
• Writing on the wall

Time measure
• Modern Jewish calendar
• Jewish year, festivals
• Jewish month
• Gezer calendar
• Jewish week
• Jewish day
• Hour (Jewish hours)
• The Julian calendar
• Roman time-keeping
• Hour of crucifixion
• Roman year
• Roman week
• Qumran sundial
• 40 days/years
• 70 years
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Length measures

And behold, there was a wall on the outside of the 
temple all around, and in the man's hand was a 

measuring rod of six cubits, each of which was a cubit 
and a handbreadth. So he measured the thickness of 
the wall, one rod; and the height, one rod. (Ezk 40:5)
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Body Measures

• The original measures of length were derived from the 
human body: the finger, hand, arm, span, foot, and 
pace. Thus in the Bible the finger (ezba) was the 
smallest unit (Je 52:21); 4 fingers made 1 handbreadths 
(tefah) (1 Ki 7:26); 3 hands made 1 span (zeret) (Ex 
28:16); and 2 spans made 1 cubit (amah). 

• As these measures differ with each individual, the 
Hebrew system used the cubit as the general standard. 
The division of the cubit into 6 handbreadths was the 
one customarily employed in antiquity, but it was 
supplanted in Babylonia by the sexagesimal system. 

• There were at least two kinds of cubit: 
– (a) the long cubit used for sacred matters (Ezk 40:5); 
– (b) the ordinary cubit, which was 1 hand shorter than the 

sacred cubit. 
• Some other measurements are used in the Bible that do 

not fall within this system, such as the gamed (Jg 3:16); 
KJV "cubit"), which was probably shorter than the normal 
cubit. The saad (2 Sa 6: 13; KJV "pace") was probably 
not a specific measure.

(tp R) The scribe 
Maya's cubit. Wood, 
52 cm. NK (c 1550 - 
1069). (LV/ Herve 
Lewandowski,ART190
189)

(tp) Reconstruction of an ornamental Cubit Rod, based 
on the 'Turin Cubit'. (523.59mm) Dyn 19, c 1300. It was 
presented to one of the powerful Amenemope family 
members, who served in various administrative 
positions including as Viceroys of Nubia. It is divided 
into 28 digits made up of 7 Palms of 4 digits. 
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Length measure: Gudea

• From c. 2150 are two now famous 
statues of the Sumerian regent 
Gudea found in 1880 in the 
excavation of Lagash by Ernest de 
Sarzec. 

• (R) Gudea is holding on his knees a 
rectangular writing tablet bordered 
with a graduated measuring rule.

• The two rules appear identical and 
indicate a 16-part measure of 
around 250mm, similar to a typical 
but short foot.
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Cubit
• The cubit (actually the Egy cubit) was the standard measure of length in the 

Biblical period. The tabernacle, Solomon’s Temple and many other 
structures are described in the Bible in cubit measurements. There were two 
different cubits, the long or royal cubit and the short cubit. 

• OT mentions two cubits of different size. Ezekiel measured the Temple with 
a cubit and a handbreadth (40:5, 43:13). As the common cubit was 6 hands, 
the proportion of Ezekiel's cubit to this was 7:6. As Ezekiel used a special 
cubit,  it was probably the standard for the Temple of Solomon as well (2 Ch 
3:3 says it was built according to cubits after the first measure).. 

• The Egy also used two kinds of cubits in exactly the same proportion to 
each other, viz, the royal cubit was a hand longer than the common cubit. 
Since all the other measures were derived from Babylon, the ancient 
Hebrew cubit probably originated there too. 

• The length of the Babylonian cubit is given on the famous statue of King 
Gudea (beginning of 3rd mill), found in Telloh in S Babylonia. A scale is 
inscribed on this statue, which gives an estimate of the cubit at 495mm, a 
measurement which is confirmed by certain Bab tablets. These measure, 
according to the Bab scale, ⅔ cubit (330mm) on each side. The cubit of 
495mm seems to have been used also in Phoenicia in measuring the holds 
of ships. 

• The length of the ancient Hebrew cubit can not be determined exactly.
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Cubits Conversion

-

-

6 palms

7 palms

7 palms

2 spans

Wikipedia52.86cm1 royal Babylonian cubit

Jewish Encyclopedia52.5-
52.8cm

1 royal Egyptian cubit

IBD [the Mishnah says 
that a cubit of Moses 
was used for building 
Solomon’s Temple (n)]

44.45cm1 standard Hebrew cubit 
(amma)

IBD50.3cm1 common Babylonian cubit

IBD44.7cm1 common Egyptian cubit

IBD51.81cm1 long/royal Hebrew cubit
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Reed
• The reed (Heb kaneh) is mentioned 19 times in the Bible; most of its 

occurrences are in the Book of Ezekiel, where it is used both as a unit of 
measurement (40:6) and as a measuring instrument (42:16).

• Ezk 41:8 defines the reed as six noble cubits.
• Just as there were two kinds of cubits, the long cubit and the short one, 

apparently there also were two different reeds corresponding to the two 
cubits.

• The 6-cubit reed is clearly used in Cave Complex 2 at St. Étienne, where we 
find repeated units of 6 cubits and fractions of 6 cubits e.g. the distances 
between the centre of each burial chamber doorway to the centres of those 
doorways adjacent to it on the same wall are in every case 6 cubits, or one 
reed. The reed of Cave Complex 2 is 2.7m long (6 x 45cm) because the 
measurements in Cave Complex 2 are based on the short cubit.

• The 6-cubit measurement and its multiples, 12, 18, 30, 60 and 300 appear in 
the Bible 31 times. (7 cubits and its multiples appear only 3 times.) The 
frequent Biblical references to 6 cubits and its multiples, plus the on-site 
evidence of 6-cubit units in Cave Complex 2 at St. Étienne, enable us to 
understand the length of the Biblical reed.
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Finger, Gomēd

• Gomēd occurs only in Jg 3:16 to measure a weapon (likely a 
dagger) and is interpreted as a sub-division (perhaps ⅔) of the 
cubit, or as the short cubit of 5 palms mentioned in the Mishnah. 

• Finger smallest sub-division of the cubit. In Genesis, this was 
1.85cm
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OT Linear Measures System

⅔ cubit; 4 palms1 gomed 

Dist between the two middle 
fingertips with arms outstretched

4 cubits1 rope/fathom 
(hebel)

6 cubits1 reed

Dist from elbow to tip of middle 
finger

2 spans1 (standard) cubit 
(amma)

Dist from outstretched hand 
from tip of thumb to tip of little 
finger

3 palms1 span (zeret)

Width of hand at the base of the 
4 fingers (Talmud has 4 thumb-
breadths)

4 fingers1 palm/ 
handbreadth 
(tefah)

Lowest linear 
unit

1 digit/finger 
(esba)
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OT Linear Measures Conversion

30.56cm1 gomed 

1.78m1 rope/fathom (hebel)

2.67m1 reed

44.45cm1 (standard) cubit (amma)

22.86cm1 span (zeret)

7.62cm1 palm (tefah)

1.91cm1 finger (esba)
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Greek Linear Measures System

• The orgyia (‘fathoms’ Ac 27:28) was the length of the outstretched 
arms, and so about 1.8m. This was a Gk unit of measure, derived 
from the verb oregō, ‘I stretch’. Hero (2.149) says that it equaled 6 
Gk feet or 4 Gk cubits.

• The stadion (‘furlong’ KJV Lk 24:13; Jn 6:19: 11:18; Rv 14:20’ 
21:16) was 100 orgyia and equaled about 185m. As the race-course 
at Olympia was supposed to be exactly a stade long, the word was 
used for an arena, as in 1 Co 9:24.

• The milion (‘mile’ Mt 5:41) was a Gk transliteration of the Rom. 
measurement mille passuum, ‘a thousand paces’. This was 
1487.5m, or 8 stadia, and was calculated on the basis of 5 Rom feet 
(each 29.57cm) to the pace (1.48m).
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Roman Linear Measures System

12 digits; 9 unciae1 large palm (major palmus)

Base unitI inch (uncia; pl unciae)

6 feet; 4 cubits (length of outstretched arms from fingertips)1 fathom (Gk orgyia)

1.5 Rm1 league (leuga)

1,000 paces; 8 stadia; 5,000 feet (roughly how far a legionary could 
walk in a day)

1 mile (Rm) (mille passus, 
milion)

125 paces; 625 feet1 stadion (stadium)

12 perches1 arpent (actus)

2 paces1 perch (decempeda)

2 steps (dist from the heel of one foot to the heel of the same foot 
when next it touches the ground)

1 pace (double-step) (passus)

2.5 feet1 step (gradus)

1.5 feet; 6 palms1 cubit (cubitus)

4 palms; 16 digits1 foot (pes; pl pedes)

4  digits; 3 unciae1 small palm (minor palmus)

Lowest linear measure (Roman, NT) (width of the forefinger)1 digit (digitus)
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Roman Linear Measures Conversion

24.58mm1 inch

1.774m1 fathom

2.218km1 league

1478.5 m1 mile (Rm)

184.8m1 stadion

35.48m1 arpent

2.957m1 perch

1.479m1 pace

73.925cm1 step

44.35cm
2. Philetarian cubit of 52.5cm was customary in Israel and Egypt 

and probably the one referred to in Jn 21:8; Rv 21:17; Mt 6:27; 
Lk 12:25). 

3. For the building of Herod’s Temple, the medium cubit of 43.7cm 
was used (n)

1 cubit

29.57cm (IBD)1 foot

7.4cm1 palm

18.5mm1 digit
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NT Jewish Distances
• Te um Shabbatḥ  ("Sabbath-way") was the maximum allowable distance a 

Jew could go in any one direction from his home on the Sabbath without 
violating the law.

• A very limited distance, such as would naturally be regarded as the 
immediate vicinity of any locality. It is supposed to have been founded on 
the command Let no man go out of his place on the seventh day (Ex 
16:29). 

• This measure was fixed by the Jewish legislators [the Mishnah ('Er. iv. 3) 
and in the Talmud ('Er. 51a)] at 2,000 cubits (1.12km). It is supposed to 
have been suggested by the space between the Ark of God and the people 
(Js 3:4), or the extent of the suburbs of Levitical cities (Nu 35:5). 

• The so-called Hebrew mile, according to the Talmud, was equal to the 
te um Shabbat; the Hebrew mile was therefore shorter than the Roman, ḥ
with which it must not be confused.

• Day's Journey (Heb. derek yom). The most usual method of calculating 
distance in traveling  (Gn 30:36; 31:23; Ex 3:18; etc.; once in NT, Lk 2:44). 
Of course, it was not an exact measure, varying as the journey would 
according to the circumstances of the travelers, the country traveled, and 
so on. The ordinary day's journey among the Jews was 30-50km, but when 
traveling in company, only 15km.The Talmud defines a day's journey for a 
man of medium gait as ten parasangs, or 80,000 cubits.
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NT Jewish Distances

1 Sabbath-
day’s journey

1 day’s journey

1 “little way”

0.9km2,000 cubits

35.4km (in a company, this 
journey is estimated  as 16km)

80,000 cubits. 

5.5km3¾ Rm
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Roman Milestones

Roman milestones called in Latin milliarium. 
These military stones stood every 1,000 paces 
along Roman highways to ease the localisation 
and the maintenance. The name is the origin 
of the English “mile”.
Although one of these stones may stand in its 
original position, near Dibon, in Jordan, the 
other stone has been moved, closing to a 
considerable extent the original mile-long gap. 
Rom milestones are still in place along the 
paths of Roman roads (Hershel Shanks), 
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Area

That first slaughter which Jonathan and his armor 
bearer made was about twenty men within about half a 

furrow in an acre of land. 
(1 Sa 14:14)
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Area Measures
• The Jews had no measure for square areas. Area was calculated 

empirically in various ways:
– The semed (“acre”) was the area a pair of yoked oxen could 

plough in a day (1 Sa 14:14). In Babylon, this was defined as 
6,480 square cubits (1,618m²). In Roman times, this became the 
jugum (Lat.) of 28, 800 square feet (2,529m²).

– Estimated area by the amount of seed required to sow it in a 
certain amount of time (Lv 27:16; 1 Ki 18:32. In Hellenistic times, 
this was 3.6 seahs to a jugerum of land i.e. 700m² per seah or 
21ha per homer, an area which seems to have improved in the 
2nd c AD. 

– By the length of sides or by the diameter or circumference of 
circular areas 

• Area defined by rectangular shape 1 Ki 7:31; Ezk 40:47; 45:2, by 
circular area 1 Ki 7:23, and by diameter 2 Ch 4:2.
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Dry capacity measures

(Now an omer is a tenth of an ephah.) 
Ex 16:36
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Measures of Dry Volume
• Israelite measures of volume corresponds exactly with the Bab 

system. In contradistinction to the Egy metrology, which shows the 
regular geometric progression (1, 10, 20, 40, 80,160) the Hebrew and 
the Bab systems are based on the hexadecimal system. 

• The unit of the Bab system was the maris, a quantity of water equal in 
weight to a light royal talent. It contained, therefore, about 30.3ℓ. The 
maris was divided into 60 parts, probably called minæ (0.505 ℓ). All the 
other measures are multiples of this mina: 12, 24, 60, 72 (60 + 12), 
120, 720 minæ. 

• The smallest unit in the Hebrew system was the log (Lv 14:10, etc), 
which was used both for dry goods and for liquids. 
– 4 logs make 1 qab (2 Ki 6:25); 
– 1 4/5 qab make 1 omer (Gn 18:6; 1 Sa  25:18, etc); 
– 5 ephah make 1 leteck (Ho 3:2); 
– 2 leteck make 1 homer (or kor) (Is 5:10; Ezk 45:10-14). 

• Except for the omer, all the units are multiples or quotients of the 
hexadecimal system. The homer was 1/10 ephah (Ex 16:36) and 
therefore the same as the 'issaron (Nu 28:5 et al.). 
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Log, Cab
• Log. Since the Hellenistic writers equate the log with the Græco-

Roman sextarius, but the log and the sextarius are not equal in 
capacity. 

• The sextarius is estimated at 0.547 ℓ, while there is no reason to 
regard the log as larger than the Bab mina, especially as other 
references of the Gk metrologists support the assumption that the 
log was equal to the mina. 

• The fact that in the OT the log is mentioned only as a fluid measure 
may be merely accidental, for the dry measures, which are 
distinguished in all other cases from the liquid measures, also have 
the log as their unit. The corresponding dry measure may, however, 
have been known under a different name. 

• Cab Mentioned only as a dry measure, but like the log, may also 
have a liquid equivalent. Only occurs in 1 Ki 6:25 where among the 
inflated prices at the siege of Samaria, ¼ cab of carob peas was 
sold for 5 sh of silver. 
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Omer, Seah

• Omer Occurs only in the collection of manna (Ex 16). It was equal to 
the ‘tenth deal’ (KJV issaron) a measure used for flour in Ex 29:40; 
Nu 15:4, both being equal to 1/10 of an ephah (Nu 28:5). 

• An omer of barley was an offering on the 2nd day of the Passover 
during the period of the Temple sacrifice.

• He spoke another parable to them, "The kingdom of heaven is like 
leaven, which a woman took and hid in three pecks of flour until it 
was all leavened." (Mt 13:33) A “peck" is the Gk saton, a dry 
measure supposed be the Heb seah. 3 satons would be equal to 
22ℓ far too much for any household to need for its daily use. Jesus 
was using an exaggeration to explain the effect of the gospel on the 
world. 

• Seah Measure of flour and cereals (Gn 18:16; 1 Ki 18:32).
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Homer, Kor

• Homer (‘a donkey load’) was commonly used throughout Asia S of 
Anatolia and W of the Euphrates in the 2nd mill and thereafter as a 
measure for cereals. 

• The homer and its liquid equivalent do not belong to the original 
system: compare the proportion the homer bears to the other 
measures: 3⅓ homers = 1 se'ah, 1⅔ homers = 1 hin, 1 homer = 10 
cabs = 70 logs.

• The tenth part of a bath is, furthermore, mentioned only in Ezekiel 
and in the Priestly Code. 

• The return of only an ephah of wheat from a homer (10 ephahs) of 
seed was a picture of failure of harvest (Is 5:10). 

• Kor a large dry measure equal to the homer (Ezk 45:14) used for 
fine flour (sōlet), meal (qemah) 1 Ki 4:22, wheat and barley 2 Ch 
2:10, 27:5. it also appears as a liquid measure of oil Ezk 45:14. 
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Ephah, Letek
• Ephah name of a vessel large enough to hold a 

person (Zc 5:6-10) and thence an exact measure (Lv 
19:36). Used only of cereals (Ru 2:17) and with a 
sub-division of 1/6 (Ezk 45:13; 46:14) or 1/10 (Lv 
5:11). 

• It was originally divide into 3 parts. At a later period 
the se'ah and the cab disappear as dry measures, so 
that the Priestly Code refers simply to 1/10 part of the 
ephah. This new division into tenths may be 
connected with the appearance of the decimal 
system.

• It was equal to the liquid measure bath (Ezk 45:11).
• Letek Only one other measure is mentioned in the 

OT, occurring only once as a measure of barley (Ho 
3:2). A dry measure that may have a Phn origin, 
uniformly designated in tradition as equal to ⅓ homer, 
although it is doubtful whether a definite measure is 
implied by this term. LXX translates letek as "a skin of 
wine." 

Then I lifted up my eyes 
and looked, and there two 
women were coming out 
with the wind in their wings; 
and they had wings like the 
wings of a stork, and they 
lifted up the ephah between 
the earth and the heavens. 
(Zc 5:9)
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OT Dry Measures System

10 ephahs1 cor/kor (= 1 homer)

5 ephahs (Ho 3:2)1 lethek/lethech

3 se’ahs/se’aim1 ephah

6 cab1 se’ah

1/10 (0.1) ephah (specifically, an amount of 
grain large enough to require bundling)

1 omer

4 logs1 cab/gab

Lowest dry measure (Israel, OT)1 log
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OT Dry Measures Conversion 

100 omer

50 omer

72 log; 10 omer

24 log

7.2 log

4 log

1 log

220 ℓ1  homer or cor

110 ℓ1 lethek

22 ℓ1 ephah

7.33 ℓ1 se’ah

2.2 ℓ1 omer

1.22 ℓ1 cab

0.3 ℓ?1 log
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Greek Dry Measures Conversion

≈ 39.5 ℓ (IBD); ≈ 1 bath. 
Used only once in Jn 2:6; 
the stone pots at Cana held 
between 80-120ℓ each. 

12 choes1 metretes

240-270cc; Greek6 kuathoi (kyathoi)1 kotule

1 koros

1 khous

395 ℓ (IBD); used for both 
dry and liquid measure; 
same as Heb kor, used only 
once in  Lk 16:7

10 Attic medimnoi (Ant. 
15:314) = 425 choinikes 
but Josephus may have 
mistaken medimnoi for 
metretes (based on Ezk 
45:11). 1 koros = 10 
metretes

≈ 2.8 ℓ12 kotulai (kotyle)
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Liquid measures
"You shall have just balances, a just ephah and a just bath.  
The ephah and the bath shall be the same quantity, so that 

the bath will contain a tenth of a homer and the ephah a tenth 
of a homer; their standard shall be according to the homer.” 

(Ezk 45:10-11)
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Mesurah, Bath
• Log (Lv 14:10 etc.); qab (2 Ki 6:25); hin (Ex 29:4); bath (1 Ki 

7:26, 38), kor (1 Ki 4:22; 5:11) equal to the homer. The units are 
multiples or quotients of the hexadecimal system.

• Mesurah of Leviticus (19:35, etc.) is not a specific measure, but 
denotes a small quantity of liquid. In the Talmud the mesurah 
was 1/36 log. These are the approximate values of the liquid 
measures: 

• The units are multiples or quotients of the hexadecimal system.
• Bath (Heb. bat, Gk batos in Lk 16:6 only) Pottery found at T. Beit 

Mirsim marked “bath” had a capacity of about 19 ℓ. From the 
Greco-Roman period, pottery revealed a bath to have been 21.5 
ℓ. 

• A bath was the equivalent in liquid measure of the ephah, both 
being 1/10 homer (Ezk 45:11,14). It was an exact and standard 
measure, used for water (1 Ki 7:26), wine (Is 5:10), oil (2 Vh 
2:10, so also 1 Ki 5:11). 
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Hin, Log
• Hin (Heb hîn). Used of a vessel used as a measure of water Ezk 

4:11, oil Ex 29:40, wine Lv 23:13. Ant 3:197, 4:234 records that a 
hin = 1/6 bath. 

• Log (Heb. lōg) used only in Lv 14:10 as a measure of oil in the 
ceremony for the purification of the leper. In the Talmud, one log 
= 1/12 hin.  
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OT Liquid Measures System

10 baths1 cor/kor

6 hins1 bath (= 1 ephah)

3 cabs1 hin

4 logs1 cab/qab/kab

Lowest liquid measure (Israel, 
OT)

1 log
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OT Liquid Measures Conversion 

10 baths

72 log

12 log

4 log

1 log

220ℓ1 cor (= 1 omer)

Ranges from 20.92 – 
46.6ℓ. Presumed to be 22ℓ 
in biblical times (IBD) and 
21.5ℓ in Hellenistic times

1 bath (= 1 
ephah)

3.67ℓ1 hin

1.22ℓ1 cab

0.31ℓ1 log
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Greek Liquid Measures Conversion

≈ 39.5 ℓ (IBD); = Heb bath; 
used only once Lk 16:6

72 sextarii or 4.5 
modii (Ant. 8.57)

1 batos

≈ 8.75 ℓ (Mt 5:15; Mk 4:21; 
Lk 11:33)

8 khoenix1 modios

Lowest Greek 
measure

1 kotule 

≈ 12.3 ℓ; = Heb seah; used 
twice Mt 13:33; Lk 13:21

1.5 modii (Ant. 9:85)1 saton

≈ 0.55 ℓ; used only in Mk 7:42 kotule (cotylae)1 xestes

1 medimnos

1 khoinix (choinix)

≈ 52 ℓ6 modii

≈ 1.1 ℓ; used twice Rv 6:62 xestes
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Roman Liquid Measures System

Smallest unit of Roman liquid measurement.Base unitLigula (ligulae)

¼ Sextarius12 ligulaeQuartarius
A unit of liquid measurement. ½ Sextarius.2 quartariiHemina

The standard unit of liquid measurement. 1/6 
of a Congius.2 heminaeSextarius

A unit of liquid measurement. ⅛ of an 
Amphora.6 sextariiCongius

½ Amphora4 congiiUrna

Base measurement, named for the large 
containers used to transport wine and other 
liquids on ships.

2 urnaeAmphora 
(amphorae)

DescriptionRoman 
equivalentUnit
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Roman Liquid Measures Conversion

11.4 ccLigula

130 ccQuartarius

0.27 ℓHemina

0.546 ℓSextarius

3.2 ℓCongius

12.8 ℓUrna

25.79 ℓAmphora

ModernUnit
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Miq’veh and the bath 
• According to the Mishnah and the 12th c 

Mishneh Torah compiled by Maimonides, the 
Jewish ritual immersion pool baths, called 
miqva’ot (sg miqveh), must contain at least 40 
seahs of water. A seah  ≈ 7.67ℓ. 

• Traditionally, the miqveh held almost 3 cubic 
cubits of water (≈ 284ℓ). It was ≈ 1 cubit square 
x 3 cubits deep. A height of 3 cubits was 
enough “to enable a person standing in it to be 
completely immersed, although the knees may 
be bent” (Sifra 6.3).8

• Since the excavation of the miqva’ot at 
Masada, miqva’ot have also been found 
elsewhere, including Herodium and King 
Herod’s winter palace at Jericho.

• Miqva’ot have turned up in special abundance 
in excavations of late Second Temple 
Jerusalem, viz near the Temple Mount, in 
private homes of wealthy Jerusalemites who 
lived on the hill opposite the Temple Mount and 
elsewhere.

Mosaics pave the vestibule of an elegant miqveh from the 1st c 
AD. A later builder blocked the entrance to the spacious bath 
in Jerusalem’s Upper City. The vaulted roof was probably a 
later addition as well. (Nahman Avigad)
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Weight measures
Hear this, you who trample the needy, to do away with the 

humble of the land, saying, 
"When will the new moon be over, So that we may sell grain, 

And the sabbath, that we may open the wheat market, To 
make the bushel smaller and the shekel bigger, And to cheat 

with dishonest scales” (Amos 8:4-5)
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OT Weights
• Inscriptions show that the Bab system of weight was used in Syria and Canaan 

even before the entrance of the Israelites. The inscription of Karnak records the 
tribute which the kings of Egypt exacted from their Syrian vassals. Although the 
sums are given according to Egy weight, the odd numbers clearly indicate that the 
figures were computed originally by some other system, which may easily be shown 
to have been the Babylonian. 

• The Israelite weight system was based on the Bab standard, although the values of 
some of the weighs were not always identical. In the Bab system 1 maneh = 60 
shekels; 1 kikar = 60 manehs = 3,600 shekels

• There were two weight systems, the values of one being double the other. This 
double standard of weights, which included a light maneh ( ≈ 446.5g), spread over 
all ANE. 

• In the Phn and the Gk system, a heavy shekel = 218-224 grains [14.13-14.51g] and 
a light shekel = 112 grains [7.26g], 1 maneh = 50 not 60 shekels, 1 kikar = 3,000 
shekels.

• In the non-Jewish cities of Israel the normal Greek, Roman (and later Byz) 
standards of weights and measures were used.

• The division into 50s probably originated in the Egy decimal system. This system, 
which was used by Phn merchants, was accepted by the Israelites, the Persians, 
the Greeks and later also by the Romans, who all made some modifications arising 
from their specific needs. Alongside these systems others were also used at 
different rimes and in different places.
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OT Stone Weights
• Weights using stones (Heb eben) were:

– Carved in shapes usually with a flat base for easy handling and 
recognition (e.g. turtles, ducks, lions)

– Inscribed with their weight and the standard followed
• The stone weights were carried in a pouch or wallet (Dt 25:13; Mi 

6:11; Pr 16:11) so that the buyer could check with the weights 
current among the merchants at a given place (Gn 23:16).

• In the strata of the 7th-6th  c in Israel, small stone weights with 
symbols on them have been found. Some of these symbols 
represent metrological values, while others are the actual names of 
the weights. 

• Hundreds of weights have been measured and the results have 
shown that the same unit could vary considerably. It seems in fact 
that different values of the same basic units were used for different 
commodities, as is still done in some places today. 

• At Tell Beit Mirsim, 17 shekel weights were found that averaged 
11.53g a shekel.
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OT Weights
• In OT, a weight is called a stone, indicating the 

material from which it was made. The Scriptures 
warn against cheating by using small weights for 
selling and heavy ones for buying (Dt 25:15; Am 
8:5, etc.). 

• A weight that had been approved by the authorities 
was known as the king's weight (2 Sa 14:26). 

• (R) The merchant would carry the weights on his 
person (Dt 25:13, etc.). Commodities were 
weighed on scales and balances (Lv 19:36; Is 
40:12, etc.), the scales consisting of 2 bowls, equal 
in size and weight, suspended on 3 or 4 strings at 
the ends of a horizontal cane, which was held by a 
short rope. 

• Another method involved placing the cane on a 
fixed base standing on the ground. Many such 
balances of all periods have been found in 
excavations.

Merchant carrying a pair of scales for 
weighing metals. Funeral stone stele. 
Late Hittite relief, from Marash, N Syria, 
9th c (LV/Lessing )
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OT Weights

• Polished limestone or diorite 
dome-shaped weights occur 
from time to time at 7th – 6th c 
levels. Use of such weights is 
well attested in the Bible (Gn 
23:16, Dt 25:13-15). 

• Although most weights are 
unscribed, a number do have 
measure values written on 
them. Usually the stone is 
inscribed with the hieratic 
symbol for weight followed by 
the actual shekel weight in 
Phoenician script. 

Inscribed shekel weights (Gibeon, pool)

Stone weights inscribed in Hebrew with their value. 
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OT Weights

Weights in shape of calfs and rams, stone and bronze, 15th - 9th c (Hecht)

Weight, 800–586 BC, Incised limestone 
(JM/Ardon Bar Hama)

Stone weights from Judah, late 
Israelite (IRA) period, 8th - 6th c BC
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OT Lion weights

Weight in form of a lion. Bronze, 6th - 4th c. From 
Susa, Iran. (weight: 121 kg) (LV/Lessing, 
ART49227)

Before coins were invented, commercial deals were 
done using a variety of materials.  Metal ingots or 
scraps were often used as a currency of established 
value and these had to be weighed to assess their 
worth.  So accurate weights were needed, like this lion-
shaped one from Assyria.  It is inscribed with the name 
of King Shalmaneser III, for whom it was made. 

Bab weight in the form of a 
Lion with Inscription   (= "royal 
maneh").(From Madden, 
History of Jewish Coinage)
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OT weights 

Precious metals were 
frequently traded as ingots.  
This silver ingot is from Zinjirli, 
ancient Sam'al. Granite weight in the form of a duck, Kingdom of Lagash, 

probably from S Iraq, c2150-c 2000. The weight is inscribed 
in cuneiform with the name of Ur-Ningirsu, ruler of the city-
state of Lagash. (BM/HIP,ART307365)
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Kesitah, Kikkar
• The Bible mentions a number of weight units-- the kesitah, kikar (talent), shekel, 

beqa, mina (maneh), gerah and pim. 
• kesitah: little known, although it is mentioned 3 times (Gn 33:19; Js 24:32; Jb 42:11). 
• kikkar (talent “a round”): largest unit, probably named after the characteristic shape in 

which large metal lumps were moulded, as in the lead cover of the ephah (Zc 5:7). 
• Used to weigh gold 2 Sa 12:30; silver 1 Ki 20:39; iron 1 Ch 29:7; bronze Ex 38:29. 
• Originally shekels and talents were units of weight (Ex 37:24). Stone weights in 

multiples or fractions of a shekel were used to weight quantities of gold or silver. 
• From Ex 38:25–26 we can calculate that 1 kikkar = 3,000 sh. The kikkar of the later 

books of the Bible is the Phn kikkar (3,000 sh), while in the early writings the Bab or 
Syrian unit is referred to.

• For the temple, David provided  1.1 million talents (100,000 of gold and 1 million of 
silver) (1 Ch 22:14). Hezekiah’s payment of 20 talents of gold in 2 Ki 18:14 might be 
the ‘light’ talent of about 30kg as inscribed Bab duck-weights of this value range from 
29.76-30.27kg. 

• A weight found at T Beit Mirsim (4,565g) has been interpreted as a ‘light’ talent of 
30.43kg or more likely of 28.53kg (i.e. 8 minas of 570.6g = 8 x 50 sh of 11.41g)
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OT shekel (שקל(

‘shekel of the sanctuary’; Ex 30:13; Lv 5:15 etc. 
believed to be the neseph (5/6 sh). Ranged from 
9.28-10.5g, average 10g. In post-exilic times, 
depreciated to 9.8g

Temple shekel

2 Sa 14:26. A “heavy” shekel ranged from 12.5-
12.88g

Royal shekel

a. Light 30.30 kg 
b. Heavy 60.60 kg

Babylonian shekel

1 Sa 17:5. Ranged from 11.08-12.25g, average 
11.38g. In post-exilic times, depreciated to 11.4-
11.7g. 

Common shekel

• The shekel varied considerably at different times and areas (IBD). The 
Israelite shekel probably weighed about 11.4 g. The Bible designates the 
value of the shekel as twenty gerahs (Ex 30:13). It is not always easy to 
decide which standard it was related to in any particular passage. It is possible 
that the shekel referred to in the books of Exodus, Leviticus and 1 Kings was 
equal to the shekel of Aegina that weighed ~ 177 grains [11.47g]. 
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Mina, Shekel

• Mina (Heb maneh) It was used to measure gold (for Solomon’s 
shields (1 Ki 10:16–17); silver (Ex 2:69, Ne 7:71-72) and other 
commodities. 

• In pre-exilic times, the maneh (Ex 2:69; Ne 7:71, etc.) used was of  
the Phn standard (50 sh). The post-exilic maneh was probably the 
Bab one (60 sh). 

• The shekel is the most frequently mentioned unit in the Bible. 
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Nesef, pym, beqa

• 3 groups of weights with names on them have been found: (a) 
nesef, (b) pym, and (c) beqa. 

• Nesef: the Heb word was unknown and may mean "half," since 
nusf means "half" in Arabic. It therefore probably denotes half the 
sacred shekel. The average weight is 152 grains [9.85g]. 

• Pym: average weight is about 120 grains [7.78g]
• Beqa: average weight is about 94.5 grains [6.12g]. It was ½ sh, 

and is mentioned twice (Ex 38:26; Gn 24:22, where Abraham’s 
servant presented a gold ring weighing a beqa to Rebecca)

• There were also ¼ sh (1 Sa 9:8) and a 1/3 sh (Ne 7:71). There are 
other small units weights marked by single letters or other 
symbols. These represented ½ nesef, ½ pym and ¼ beqa. A small 
weight of 42.5 grains [2.75g] with the denomination quarter nesef 
has also been found. 
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Pym
• The pim (Heb. pym) had been completely 

forgotten even in antiquity. Its modern 
translation was changed entirely by an 
archaeological discovery. Mentioned  only once 
(1 Sa 13:21), it was thought to be a file to 
sharpen tools. Thus KJV translates as …all the 
Israelites went down to the Philistines, to 
sharpen every man his share, and his courter, 
and his axe, and his mattock. Yet they had a 
file [Heb pym] for the mattocks….

• An excavation unearthed small, dome-shaped 
shekel stone weights inscribed in Hebrew, "p-y-
m", i.e. "two thirds of a shekel“. It weighed ⅔ of 
a shekel. 

• The passage thus says the price for the 
sharpening service was one pym. We now 
know how many grams it weighed and we know 
a pym was a balance weight used to weigh out 
scraps of silver. 

• This coin weight was used only during the 
Israelite settlement period (9th – 7th c), thus 
helping to date when the Books of Samuel 
were written (n). 

Not until recently has it been known what 
the word pym in the Bible meant. KJV 
renders it as a file for sharpening tools.
With  the discovery of a pym weight—a 
fraction of a skekel weight such as the one 
shown here—the word is now known to 
refer not to a file but to the fee charged for 
the smith’s services. (BAR 22:05/William 
Dever)
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Gerah, hms

• Gerah: smallest unit of weight. 10 gerahs made a beqa and 20 
gerahs equalled a shekel (Ex 30:13, the Israelite census). 

• Seems to be the equivalent of the Tyrian obol or ma'ah. The 
heaviest extant Tyrian silver coin weighs 14.34 g, and 1/24 of this, 
or 0.5975 g, is thus the weight of a ma'ah. The heaviest coin is used 
as in those that are lighter the loss in weight is evidently due to 
handling and use. If true, then the nominal weight of the shekel 
should be 20 x 0.5975 = 11.95g. 

• Hms (“one-fifth”) Inscribed on a turtle-shaped weight from Samaria 
weighing 2.499g. This compares with another inscribed “¼ nsp,¼ 
sql”, implying a subdivision of the Ezekiel shekel.
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Babylonian weight system
• The Babylonians reckoned weight in talents, minæ, and shekels. Layard 

found in the ruins of Nineveh several Bab units of weight, some in the form 
of a crouching lion and others in that of a duck, the former being twice as 
heavy as the latter. 

• Thus a heavy and a light talent were used in Babylon, the light being ½ the 
weight of the heavy. They were royal weights. Examples of heavy (double-
standard) talents range from 58.68-59.82kg.

• 1 heavy talent = 60.6 kg; 1 mina (1/60 talent) = 1.01 kg; 1 shekel = 16.83 g; 
1 light talent = 30.3 kg; 1 light mina = 505 g; 1 light shekel = 8.41 g. 

• A "common" weight existed which was somewhat lighter. The heavy talent = 
58.944 kg; 1 mina = 0.9824 kg; 1 shekel = 16.37 g; and the light talent, 
mina, and shekel were just ½ as much. 

• The common heavy talent and its subdivisions were the weights current in 
Syria and Israel (Ant. 14:106). Jos. says 1 Jewish mina (50 sh) = 2.5 libras, 
or 818.62 g; hence 1 sh = 16.37 g, and 1 old mina (60 sh) = 982.2 g. There 
were also the half-shekel or bekah. 

• In the course of time the hexadecimal system was superseded in Babylonia 
also, perhaps under Egy influence. The mina of 60 sh was replaced 
throughout Asia Minor by the mina of 50 sh. 

• The shekel remained the same, forming the unit of weight, while the mina 
and talent were reduced, containing respectively 50 sh = 818.6 g and 3,000 
shekels = 49.11 kg.
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OT weight system

5/6 sh1 neseph

5 gerahs1 hms

60 minas (Phn) ; 50 minas (Bab)1 talent (kikkar)

50 sh (Phoenician system);
60 sh (Babylonian (post-exile) system)

1 mina
2 beka1 shekel

10 gerahs (the beqa was revalued in 
post-exilic period Ne 10:32 to ⅓ sh)

1 beka/beqa

Lowest weight (Israel, OT)1 gerah

⅔ sh1 pim
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OT weight conversion

Heb/Bab 3,000 shekels
Phn 3,600 shekels

50 shekels;
60 shekels

20 gerahs

10 gerahs

5 gerahs

1 gerah

5/6 shekel

⅔ shekel

9.48g1 neseph

2.85g1 hms

34.1kg
40.97kg

1 talent

569g (Phn); 
682.8g (Bab)

1 mina

11.38g1 shekel

5.69g1 beka

0.57g1 gerah

7.59g1 pim
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Roman weights

• Only two weights are mentioned in the NT:
• The litra Jn 12:3, 19:39 was a Roman measure of weight equivalent 

to 327.45g. 
• The talantiaios ‘”weighing a talent” is used to describe hailstones. 

Arndt maintains that this talent equAlled 125 librae, and so would be 
about 41kg in weight, but Hastings (Dictionary of the Bible) 
calculates it as weighing about 20.5kg. 
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Roman Weights System

4/3 libra; 16 unciae1 mine (Lat. mina)
125 librae1 talent

12 unciae; (from the Greek litra, in use from 2nd c 
BC) 

1 pound (Lat. libra)

4 shekels1 ounce (Lat. uncia)

2 drachms1 shekel

3 scruples1 drachm (Lat. drachma)

2 obolus1 scruple

3 siliqua1 obolus

3 chalcus1 siliqua
Lowest weight (Roman, NT)1 chalcus
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Roman Weights Conversion

436.6g1 mina
40.93 kg1 talent

327.45g (IBD) (n)1 libra
27.288g1 uncia
6.822g1 shekel
3.411g1 drachma
1.137g1 scruple
0.568g1 obolus
189.5mg1 siliqua
63.17mg1 chalcus

Wikipedia (all approx figues)
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Writing on the wall
• In Dn 5, Belshazzar asked Daniel to interpret the words on the wall. As they 

stood, MENE, MENE, TEKEL PERES (sg of pharsin) (v 25, 28), were the 
names of weights known in Aramaic at the time. 

• A mene was written on the wall twice; it is 50 sh. Tekel is the Aramaic 
equivalent of a shekel. Peres is a fraction, probably equal to ½ (since a term 
for any wieght had a precise value), of the shekel used in Babylon. This 
combination of names of weights could be compared to signs for dollars and 
cents written on a wall today, just inconsequential words.

• These signs would have been studied by the diviners for meaning by 
association. The Bab experts sometimes tried to apply old texts to current 
circumstances by means of a play on words. 

• Daniel was educated in the most advanced Bab knowledge (Dn 1:17–20), 
so he would have known the ways in which the diviners worked. His 
explanation seemingly followed a method familiar to them. But he discerned 
the meaning by divine revelation based on the verbs not the nouns. 

• MENE is related to the verb “to count”; TEKEL (Heb shekel) is related to the 
verb “to weigh.” Thus Belshazzar was counted or weighed, and found 
wanting. 

• Daniel took the sound of the word PERES and interpreted it as referring to 
the Persians. Thus the Persians would fall heir to Belshazzar’s kingdom, as 
indeed they did that same night.
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Time measures

Then God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of 
the heavens to separate the day from the night, and let 

them be for signs and for seasons and for days and 
years”

(Gen 1:14)
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Modern Jewish calendar
• The Jewish calendar is today a luni-solar or semi-lunar calendar, i.e., an adjustment of a 

lunar calendar to the solar year. 
• The months are Tishri (30), Heshvan (sometimes aka Marheshvan)(29 or 30), Kislev (29 

or 30), Tebet (29), Sebat or Shebat (30), Adar (29), Nisan (30), Iyar (29), Sivan (30), 
Tammuz (29), Ab (30), and Elul (29). 

• The intercalary month of 30 days, Adar II, is added after Adar, Nisan being in ancient 
times the first month. The intercalation takes place 7 times in 19 years, and is called the 
Metonic cycle after the Gk astronomer Meton who proposed it about 432 BC to express 
the relation between a lunar and solar year. 

• The common year is referred to as a defective, regular, or perfect year, depending upon 
whether its length is 353, 354, or 355 days; the leap year may have 383 (defective), 384 
(regular), or 385 (perfect) days. 

• The modern Jewish civil year begins about the autumnal equinox, with the festival of 
Rosh ha-Shanah (1st Tishri).

• The calendar developed over 3 periods: the Biblical, the Talmudic, and the post 
Talmudic. During the Biblical period the understanding of the Calendar was based 
entirely upon the observation of the sun and the moon. The Talmudic period rested upon 
observation and reckoning, and the post Talmudic period rested entirely upon reckoning. 
The Hebrews studied astronomy very carefully because of their intense need for 
accurate dates in keeping the festivals. The Lord’s command in Dt 16:1: keep the month 
of Aviv and so the Jews had to know the position of the sun. Also the command observe 
the moon and sanctify it made it necessary to study the lunar phases.
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Jewish year
• Year (Heb. shana, as a "revolution" of time). So called from the change of the seasons. The 

years  in the preexilic period were lunar, of 354 days 8 hrs 38 sec, and consisted of 12 unequal 
lunar months. 

• This falls short of the true year (an astronomical month having 29 days 12 hr 44 min 2.84 sec). To 
keep the regularity of harvest and vintage (Ex 23:16), the Israelites added a month occasionally, 
thus making it on the average to coincide with the solar year (containing 365 days 5 hr 48 min 45 
sec). The method of doing this in ancient Israel is unknown. 

• In Hellenistic times, an intercalary month,  called Ve-dar, or second Adar, was inserted after 
Adar. The intercalation was regularly decreed by the Sanhedrin, which observed the rule never to 
add a month to the sabbatical year.

• The 12 months of an ordinary year totalled 353, 354, or 355 days. A leap year has 383, 384, or 
385 days. The 3 lengths of the years are called deficient, regular, and complete, respectively.

• The year began (see lists in Lv 23:34; 25:9; Nu 9:11; 2 Ki 25:8; Je 39:2; cf. 1 Macc. 4:52; 10:21) 
with Abib or Nisan (Es 3:7), following the Mosaic law. 

• Most rabbinical and many Christian scholars believe the civil year began, as do modern Jews, 
with Tisri (October), but the ecclesiastical year with Nisan.

• Israel did not use a defined and universal era. National events were sometimes dated from the 
Exodus (Ex 19:1; Nu 33:38; 1 Kings 6:1), usually from the accession of the kings (as in Kings, 
Chronicles, and Jeremiah) or the erection of Solomon's Temple (1 Ki 8:1-2; 9:10). 

• Later events were dated from the beginning of the Exile (Ezk 33:21; 40:1), but this system was 
not used in Ezk 1:1. 

• For special purposes, such as the tithing of cattle and the planting of trees, the year began at 
distinct times. 

– The regnal year began with Nisan. 
– The 1st year of each king's reign began on the 1st Nisan after his accession, the preceding 

days being counted to his predecessor. Thus the precise specification of the time of 3 
months was exceptional in the reigns of Jehoahaz and Jeconiah. The postexilian books date 
according to the reigning years of the Persian kings (Ez 4:24; 6:15; 7:7-9; Ne 2:1; 13:6; Hg 
1:1-2; etc.).
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Jewish month
• Month (Heb. hodesh, the "new" moon). The months were lunar and began from when 

the new moon was seen, at least from the postexilic period. 
• The lunar cycle had a significant role in the cultural and religious life in Israel so that 

time could be counted by the cycles of the moon (Ex. 19:1) (n). 
• The New Moon was a festival day, observed by burnt offering and sacrifices as well as 

banquets (Nu 29:6, 1 Sa 20:5, 1 Ch 23:31). The New Moon festival was often listed 
along with Sabbath as an important religious observance (2 Ki 4:23, Ezk 45:17). Like 
Sabbath and other rituals, it also symbolized empty and self-centred religion when not 
accompanied by faithfulness to God in other areas (Is 1:14, Am 8:5). 

• Likewise, the middle of the month or the Full Moon was an important marker of the 
passing of time. Two of the most important festivals fell in mid-month (Passover, 
Tabernacles; cf. Ps 81:3).

• The 12 months each had 30 days, which was also the customary period of mourning 
(Dt 21:13, Nu 20:29). In the post-exilic period, the length of the month depended upon 
the day when the appearance of the new moon was announced by the Sanhedrin, 
which thus made the month either 29/30 days (as the day was included in the following 
or the preceding month). 

• As a general rule, in one year not < 4 nor > 8 full months should occur. Whenever after 
the last month, Adar, the Passover, which must be held in the following month, Nisan, 
occurred before harvest, an entire month was interjected between Adar and Nisan, 
constituting an intercalary year. This, however, according to the Gemara, did not take 
place in a sabbatic year but always in that which preceded it; nor in 2 successive years, 
nor yet > 3 years apart.
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Jewish month names
• The Israelites seemed to have adopted the marking time from 

both the Canaanites and the Babylonians (post-exilic books refer to the Bab names).
• The OT mentions 4 months by older Canaanite names, and 7 in forms derived from 

Babylon. It preserves two New Years’ dates at: (a) Spring equinox in Nisan (Ex 12:1); 
and (b) Fall equinox in Tishri (Ex 34:22). 

• Some have suggested that this represents both a civil and a religious calendar, with 
the civil calendar adopted from the Babylonians during the exile and the religious 
calendar ordered around the events of the exodus. It may be a blending of elements of 
both lunar and solar time keeping. 

• A 10th c inscription known as the Gezer Calendar begins in the Fall and lists the 
months according to what was harvested in that month. (Dennis Bratcher)

• Originally (pre-exile) the Jews distinguished their months by numerals, except the 
month by which the spring season (Aviv, later Nisan) began was the 1st month ("Ear 
month" Heb. hodesh ha'abib Ex 12:2; Dt 16:1), the other months were referred to as 
the 2nd month, the 3rd month, etc (the 12th month occurs in 2 Ki 25:27; Je 52:31). 

• The Bible reveals some traces of names of months: Aviv was the 1st month; Ziv, the 2nd 
("Bloom month" hodesh ziw 1 Ki 6:1, 37); Etanim, the 7th ("Freshet month" yerah 
ha'etanim 1 Ki 8:2); and Bul, the 8th ("Rain month" yerah bul 1 Ki 6:38), all of which 
seem to be mere appellatives. 

• After the Exile the months were given names: (1) Nisan (Ne 2:1; Es 3:7), month 1, in 
which the Passover was held and in which the vernal equinox fell; (2) Iyar (Targum on 
2 Ch 30:2); (3) Sivan (Es 8:9); (4) Tammuz; (5) Ab; (6) Elul (Ne 6:15), the last month of 
the civil year in the postexilian age; (7) Tishri, in which the festivals of the Day of 
Atonement and Tabernacles fell; (8) Marchesvan (Ant. 1:3:3); (9) Chisleu (Ne 1:1; Zc 
7:1); (10) Tebeth (Es 2:16); (11) Shebat (Zc 1:7); (12) Adar (Es 3:7; 8:12).
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Jewish Months in Ezra, Nehemiah And Esther
• In Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, 

Jewish “months” are referred 
to 35 times. Originally the 
new year began in the 
autumn (Ex 33:16), but from 
the Exodus the 7th month 
(Nisan) was made the first 
(Ex 12:2). 

• Jos. says: "Moses, appointed 
that Nisan should be the first 
month of their festivals 
because he brought them out 
of Egypt in that month; so 
that. This month began the 
year as to all solemnities they 
observed to the honour of 
God; although he preserved 
the original order of the 
months as to selling and 
buying and other ordinary 
affairs.” 

• The Bible mainly mentions 
the months of the religious 
(as against the civil) year. 

• The pre-exilic names of most 
of them are unknown, but 
they seem to have been 
based on the seasons, Abib 
meaning grain in the ear, and 
Ziv the beauty of the spring 
flowers. 

30

30

29

29/30 (some 
yrs)

29/30 (some 
yrs)

30

29

30

29

30

29

30

No of days

Feb-Mar6th12thAdar*

Jan-Feb5th11thShebat (Shevat0

Dec-Jan4th10thTebeth (Tevet)

Nov-Dec3rd9thChisleu (Kislev)

Oct-Nov2nd8thBul, Marchesvan 
(Heshvan)

Sep-Oct1st7thEthanim, Tishri

Aug-Sep12th6thElul

Jul-Aug11th5thAb (Av)

Jun-Jul10th4thTammuz

May-Jun9th3rdSivan

Apr-May8th 2nd Ziv, Ivar

Mar-Apr7th1stAbib, Nisan

EnglishCivilSacredMonth

•Adar Sheni (29 days) was an intercalary month in a leap year only

•Blue was a Canaanite (Phoenician) name
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Jewish Lunar Calendar

   Intercalat
e Month

 Adar Sheni 
(Second 
Adar)

 15 –Lots (Purim)Pulling Flax, Almonds BloomFeb/Mar Adar

 Late Planting, Winter FigsJan/Feb Shebat

 Rainy 
Season

Late Planting, Spring GrowthDec/Jan Tebeth

25-Lights or Dedication (Hanukkah)Grain PlantingNov/Dec Chislev

 Early 
Rains

Olive Harvest, Grain PlantingOct/NovBulMarchesvan

1, 2- New Year (Trumpets) (Rosh 
Hashanah)
10- Atonement (Yom Kippur)
15-21 Tabernacles (Succoth)

Plowing, Olive HarvestSep/OctEthanimTishri (Civil 
New Year)

 Summer FruitAug/Sep Elul

9- Destruction of TempleHarvest: Grapes, Figs, OlivesJul/Aug Ab

 Early Grape HarvestJun/Jul Tammuz

6- Pentecost (Shvuot)Dry 
Season

Wheat Harvest
Vine Dressing

May/Jun Sivan

 General HarvestApr/MayZivIyyar

14- Passover (Pesach)
15 – Unleavened Bread
21- First Fruits

Latter 
rains

Barley HarvestMar/AprAbibNisan 
(Religious 
New Year)

FestivalsClimateFarm SeasonModern 
Equivalent

Canaanite 
Name

Jewish Month
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Jewish Festivals
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Gezer Calendar

The Gezer Calendar, 7 horizontal lines of Hebrew inscription, 1 vertical line at left. Wood and 
gypsum, dated to mid-10th c BC (IR II), from Gezer, Israel. This is the first known agricultural 
calendar. H:7.2 cm. One of the oldest Hebrew inscriptions from Israel. The inscription 
describes the agricultural cycle by months.  Evidence of erasing suggests that this tablet was 
used for writing practice by students. (IAM/Lessing)

javascript:location.replace('slideshow.asp?sid=S1RM06FYMW&i=&qid=B1RM071KTL&cr=8&lang=E&size=2&sort=&mode=&d=3&p=1')
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Jewish week
• Week (Heb. shabua`, "sevened"; Gk sabbaton, "rest," by extension 

"sennight," i.e., the interval between two sabbaths). The division of time 
into weeks occurs as early as Gn 2:2-3; and is alluded to in the Deluge 
narrative (7:4,10; 8:10,12). 

• Weeks appear to have been known among the Syrians of Mesp (29:27-
28), and still later they attached a certain sacredness to the number 7, 
judging from the procedure of Balaam (Nu 23:1,4,14,29). 

• Egypt may have known weeks in the time of Joseph (Gn 50:10-11). 
• Weekly institutions featured in the law (Nu 19:11; 28:17; Ex 13:6-7; 

34:18; Lv 14:38; 23:42; Dt 16:8,13). 
• Ordinarily, however, days rather than weeks (as among the Greeks and 

Romans) were the usual way of counting time (see Lv 12:5; Dn 10:2-3).
• In the postexilic period reckoning by weeks became more customary, 

and later particular weekdays were given names (Mk 16:2,9; Lk 24:1; Ac 
20:7; 1 Cor 16:2). 

• The week also naturally developed as the moon changes about every 7 
days, giving a lunar month 4 quarters. 
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Jewish week

• The days of the week were named long before the Christian era on 
regular astronomical principles from the 7 planets (an Egy idea). 
They began with Saturn's day as Saturn was the outermost planet; 
but among the Jews this day (the Sabbath) was the last of the week, 
and so the Jewish and Christian week begins with Sunday. 

• Jews never used these pagan names generally. Except the 
Shabbat, the weekdays have no names. They are simply numbered: 
–   yom rishon (Sunday) 
–   yom sheni (Monday) 
–   yom sh'lishi (Tuesday) 
–   yom revi'i (Wednesday) 
–   yom chamishi (Thursday) 
–   yom shishi (Friday) 

• The week culminates in the seventh day, the Holy Shabbat (shabbat 
kodesh, abbreviated  ש׳ק.(
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Jewish day

• Day (Heb. yom; Gk hemera). As used in Gn 1:5; etc., day marks 
an entire revolution of time, as of natural day and night, not day 
as distinguished from night, but day and night together i.e. 
simple earthly days. 

• The Jews reckoned the day from sunset to sunset  (Lv 23:32; cf. 
Ex 12:18). 

• The Phoenicians, Numidians, and other ANE nations are said to 
have followed the same custom, if it was not indeed the custom 
generally followed in remote antiquity. 

• "The ancient Germans compute not the number of days, but of 
nights; the night appears to draw on the day." (Tacitus, ch. 11).

• This custom is remembered in our "sennight," "fortnight," to 
express the period of 7 and 14 days respectively.
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Hour
• Hour (Heb., Aram, šā’ā properly a "look"; Gk hōra) used in Scripture in a precise 

sense and in a more general sense.
• Precise sense An hour = 1/12th of the period of daylight (Jn 11:9), reckoned from 

sunrise to sunset. As sunrise and sunset varied according to the season, biblical 
hours cannot be translated exactly into today’s clock-hours; in any case there were no 
accurate chronometers. 

• The most common hours are the third, sixth and ninth hours. All 3 are mentioned in 
the parable of the labourers in the vineyard (Mt 20:3, 5), as is also the eleventh hour 
(vs 6, 9), which has become proverbial for the last opportunity. 

• The two disciples of Jn 1:35ff, stayed with Jesus for the remainder of the day after 
going home with him for it was about the tenth hour (v 39) i.e. about 4 pm, and 
darkness would have fallen before they concluded their conversation with him.

• The crucifixion The third, sixth and ninth hours are mentioned (Mk 15:25, 33f). Some 
think the sixth hour of Jn 19:14 is counted from midnight, not sunrise, to reconcile 
with the third hour of Mk 15:25. But it is a well-attested fact that Romans and Jews 
alike counted their hours from sunrise (though Romans reckoned their civil day as 
starting at midnight). 

• The seventh hour of Jn 4:52 is 1 pm; the difficulty of yesterday is not removed by 
interpreting the hour differently.

• Half an hour represents Gk hēmiorion in Rv 8:1.
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Hour

Cockcrow (3rd 
watch) Mk 13:35-
14:12; Jn 13:38 etc

Midnight (2nd watch) 
Mt 25:6; Mk 13:35; 
Lk 11:5; Ac 16:25

Evening (1st watch) 
Mk 13:35; Jn 6:16-
17Jewish night

Biblical divisions of 
time, showing the 
night watches. The 
hours (around the 
perimeter) will vary in 
length as they are 
calculated according 
to the times of 
sunrise and sunset. 
(“Hour”, IBD 2:666) 

NB An hour was always 1/12th the period of daylight
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Hour

• General sense Indicates a fairly well-defined point of time e.g. in the 
same hour (Dn 5:5 AV, suddenly NAS) means ‘while the king and 
his guests were at the height of their sacrilegious revelry’. 

• That very hour (Mt 8:13) means ‘at that very moment when Jesus 
assured the centurion that his plea to have his servant healed was 
granted’. 

• Frequently some specially critical occasion is referred tom as an 
‘hour’ e.g. the hour of Jesus’ betrayal (Mk 14:41 cf Lk 22:53 this 
hour i.e. ‘your brief season of power’); the hour of His parousia (MT 
25:13; Jn 5:28f). 
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Jewish hours

• It seems that the Babylonians were among the first to adopt the 
division of 12 equal parts for the day (Hero. 2:109). The Greeks 
followed the Babylonians. 

• The Jews also adopted it; the NT mentions the 3rd, 6th, and 9th 
hours of the day, which were the more marked divisions of the 
12. 

• The night was divided into the same number of parts (3 
watches). 

• From the variations in sunrise and sunset this division, which 
had these natural phenomena for its two terminations, could 
never be exact. 

• Thus midnight became the fixed point from which to reckon the 
whole daily cycle, divided into twice 12, or 24 hours. 
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The Julian calendar
• By the time Julius Caesar consolidated his power in 46 BC, the 

calendar months were off by as much as several months in 
comparison to the seasons. 

• While in Alexandria, Egypt, Julius both authorized and implemented 
the use of the solar calendar using the Egyptian calculations of 
365.25 days with the winter solstice as December 24. 

• Its accuracy at the time it was developed was remarkable, and only 
a millennium of a slight annual difference would eventually 
accumulate. 

• The Julian Calendar followed the solar year, rather than lunar, with 
a total of 365 days vs. 355. The intercalary month was eliminated 
and the leap year, adding a day to February every 4th year, was 
adopted. 

• In 46 BC, the calendar was calibrated to begin the new one. A total 
of 3 intercalary months were inserted prior to the start of the new 
year. 46 BC, therefore, or 707 AUC to the Romans, was 15 months 
and about 445 days long according to the calendar. 
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Roman time-keeping
• The Julian reform of 46 BC governed the Roman calendar (like ours today) 

by the length of the earth’s circuit of the sun. 
• The 12 months of our year follow the sequence, the length and the names 

given them by Julius Caesar and by Augustus. From the beginning of the 
empire each of them, including February in both ordinary years and leap 
year, contained today’s number of days. 

• Each month was officially divided by the Calends (1st of each month), the 
Nones  (the 5th or 7th day) and the Ides (the 13th or 15th day) (n1). 

• The week’s division 7 days followed the 7 planets whose movements were 
believed to regulate the universe. 

• Except for the substitution of the day of the Lord, for the day of the Sun, 
the Roman designations have remained intact. 

• Each day was divided into 24 hours which began at midnight (n2). The 24 
hours of the natural day was officially divided into 2 x 12 hours, 12 of the 
day and 12  of the night.

• The Latin “hours,” though of the same name and number as today’s civil 
day of 24 equal hours, were not fixed, since the length of the Roman day 
varied with the seasons. 
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Roman time-keeping (hours of the day)
• Each day was divided into 24 hours which began at midnight (n2). 

The 24 hours of the natural day was officially divided into 2 x 12 
hours, 12 of the day and 12  of the night.

• The Latin “hours,” though of the same name and number as 
today’s civil day of 24 equal hours, were not fixed, since the length 
of the Roman day varied with the seasons. 

• Richard Welland, PhD explains: Beginning in the 3rd c BC, Roman 
days were divided into two parts, the daytime and the night time, 
each with 12 hours. But since those two parts were defined by 
sunrise and sunset, which vary according to the season of the 
year, the individual hours of daylight were shorter than the hours of 
darkness in the winter, and longer in the summer. The hours were 
counted from sunrise: e.g., the "second hour" referred to the period 
between one and two hours after sunrise.  <
www.transparent.com/newsletter/latin/2000/jul_00.htm>

http://www.transparent.com/newsletter/latin/2000/jul_00.htm
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Hour of Crucifixion
• Now it was the day of preparation for the Passover; it was about the sixth hour. And 

he said to the Jews, "Behold, your King!" (Jn 19:14)
• It was the third hour when they crucified Him. (Mk 15:25)
• “As for the time of day, it was getting on toward noon. Despite Westcott’s 

arguments, no evidence is forthcoming that at this time, whether among Romans, 
Greeks, or Jews, hours were ever reckoned otherwise than from sunrise” (p.364)…
Romans divided the period of daylight (from sunrise to sunset) into 12 hours, and 
the period of darkness (from sunset to sunrise) into 4 watches.” (F.F. Bruce, The 
Gospel of John, p.66)

• For John, the time was especially important. When the note concerning the hour, 
about the sixth hour, is connected with the day, the day of preparation for the 
Passover, it becomes apparent that Jesus was going to die on the cross at the very 
time that the Passover lambs were being slain in the temple courts. 

• Ex 12:6 required that the Passover lamb be kept alive until the 14th Nisan, the eve of 
the Passover, and then slaughtered by the head of the household at twilight (Gk 
“between the two evenings”). 

• By NT time the slaughtering was no longer done by the heads of households, but by 
the priests in the temple courts. But so many lambs were needed for the tens of 
thousands of pilgrims who came to Jerusalem to celebrate the feast (some 
estimates run in excess of 100,000 pilgrims) that the slaughter could not be 
completed during the evening, and so the rabbis redefined “between the two 
evenings” as beginning at noon, when the sun began to decline toward the horizon. 
Thus the priests had the entire afternoon of 14th Nisan in which to complete the 
slaughter of the Passover lambs. According to the Fourth Gospel, this is the time 
Jesus was dying on the cross. 
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Roman year

365355Total Days

3129The 10th month.December

3029The 9th month.November

3131The 8th month.October

3029The 7th month.September

3129Named for Augustus Caesar, originally 
named Sextilis (the 6th month).Augustus (August)

3131Named for Julius Caesar, originally named 
Quintillis (the 5th month).Julius (July)

3029The God JunoJunius (June)

3131The Goddess MaiaMaius (May)

3029The Etruscan God AprilisAprilis (April)

3131The God MarsMartius (March)

2828From the Februa festivals which were 
celebrated at the end of the Roman year. Februarius (February)

3129The God JanusJanuarius (January)

Days in 
Julian 

Calendar

Days in 
Republican 

Calendar
OriginRoman Month
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Roman week
• The 7-day week did not become part of Roman life until 321 AD.  Before this time, the 

Romans divided the month based on a market day recurring every 8 days. The market 
day was called nundinae (novem dies = "nine days," the Romans counted both ends 
of a series), but this unit of time did not seem to shape the lives of the ancient Romans 
the way our week does for ours with its regular recurring rest days (Saturday and 
Sunday). 

• The Roman adopted the 7-day week from the Babylonians. Its days were named after 
planets. 

FridayDay of VenusDies Veneris

ThursdayDay of JupiterDies Jovis

WednesdayDay of MercuryDies Mercurii

TuesdayDay of MarsDies Martis

MondayDay of the MoonDies Lunae

SundayDay of the SunDies Solis

SaturdayDay of SaturnDies Saturni

Modern DayRough TranslationRoman Day
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Sundial from Qumran

• A solar calendar with a 364-
day year, based on ancient 
Jewish traditions, was used 
by Sectarians, and time was 
a matter of great 
significance for keeping a 
precise daily schedule.
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40 days/years
• The Bible often treats 40 days/years as a standard period of elapsed time. 

– It rained for 40 days and nights during the Flood (Gn 7:4, 12, 17); 
– 40 days after the ark landed Noah sent out a raven (Gn 8:6); 
– Isaac was 40 years old when he married Rebekah (Gn 25:20), as was Esau when he married 

Judith (Gn 26:34); 
– the embalming of Jacob took 40 days (Gn 50:3); 
– the spies spent 40 days in Canaan (Nu 13:25; 14:34); 
– Joshua was 40 when he went with the spies to Canaan (Js 14:7); 
– Israel spent 40 years in the wilderness (Ex 16:35; Nu 14:33, 34; 32:13; Dt 2:7; 8:2, 4; 29:5; Js 

5:6; Ne 9:21; Ps 95:10; Am 2:10; 5:25); 
– Moses was on Mt. Sinai 40 days and nights the first time he received the law (Ex 24:18; Dt 9:9, 

11), as he was the second time (Ex 34:28; Dt 10:10); 
– Moses fasted 40 days and nights for the sin of the golden calf (Dt 9:18, 25); 
– there were 40 years of peace during the judgeships of Othniel (Jg 3:11), Deborah (Jg 5:31), and 

Gideon (Jg 8:28); 
– the Israelites were oppressed by the Philistines 40 years (Jg 13:1); 
– Eli judged Israel 40 years (1 Sa 4:18); 
– Ish-Bosheth was 40 when he took the throne following Saul’s death (2 Sa 2:10); 
– David reigned for 40 years (2 Sa 5:4; 1 Ki 2:11; 1 Ch 29:27), as did Solomon (1 Ki 11:42; 2 Ch 

9:30), and Joash (2 Ki 12:1; 2 Ch 24:1); 
– Elijah traveled 40 days and nights from the desert of Beersheba to Mt. Horeb (1 Ki 19:8); 
– Ezekiel lay on his right side for 40 days for the 40 years of the sins of Judah (Ezk 4:6); 
– Ezekiel predicted that Egypt would be uninhabited for 40 years (Ezk 29:11–13); and 
– Jonah preached that Nineveh would be overturned in 40 days (Jh 3:4).
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70 years
• Students of the Bible know that the Babylonian Captivity, as God's judgment on Israel's sin, 

lasted for 70 years, but "Why 70?" 2 Ch 36:21 gives us the answer.
• The Sabbath Principle God made the Sabbath principle central in His creation. To recognize 

God's ownership of everything, the 7th day is set apart to the Lord. Violating the Sabbath day 
denies God's sovereignty. This concept was so important that God applied it to the creation 
itself. Every 7th  year, the land was to lie fallow. The Israelites were not to sow or prune or reap. 
Whatever grew of its own accord could be eaten, but the land was not to be farmed. As a 
symbol of God's ownership, it was to rest (Lv 25:1-7). Yahweh promised an abundant crop in 
the sixth year, so no one would go hungry during the following Sabbath year (Lv 25:20-22). 

• Idolatry Rejects God's Sovereignty Yahweh condemned idolatry as it did not acknowledge Him 
as the one true God. Idol worshipers worked on the Sabbath day (Je 17:19-27; Is 58:13) as 
they did not recognize that they belonged to God. They worked the land in the 7th year because 
they denied Yahweh's ownership of it. God warned Israel that this is where idol worship would 
lead. In Lv 26, God told the Israelites that if they continued to be disobedient, their land would 
be taken from them so that it will have the rest it did not have during the sabbaths you lived in 
it (v 35). 

• God Punishes the Israelites for Their Idolatry Since the Israelites' illicit affair with pagan gods 
began almost as soon as they arrived in Canaan, it's unlikely they obeyed the Sabbath 
principle, especially in regard to the land. God's ownership was not considered significant But 
God demands obedience. Soon he ripped his stiff-necked people from their land, giving it back 
the Sabbath and asserting his ownership over it and them (2 Ch 36:21). 

• The Meaning of the 70 Years Scholars debate whether, by the time of their captivity, the 
Israelites had been in the Promised Land for 70 sabbath years (meaning one for every 7 years, 
or 490 years), or whether the number 70 indicated 10 (completeness) sevens (sabbadis). 
Whatever the case, God essentially said, "If you will not recognize my ownership and give the 
land its rest, I will do it myself, for it is that important to me." So the Israelites had to leave, and 
the land rested for the 70 years it had coming. How the people must have wished they had 
recognized God's ownership and kept his Sabbaths! 


